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1.

INTRODUCTION
Qualifications and Experience

1.1

My name is Peter Robinson.

1.2

I am a North Canterbury Fish and Game Councillor.

1.3

I am an avid salmon angler having fished every season since catching
my first salmon 46 years ago at age 11. I mostly fish the lower reaches
of the Waimakariri due to the proximity to my home in Christchurch.
however I have been a regular visitor to the Hurunui Mouth since the
1980s and have accumulated experience and knowledge of the
salmon fishery there.

1.4

I presented evidence at the Special Tribunal hearing for a Water
Conservation Order for the Hurunui river.

1.5

I confirm that I have read and agree to comply with the Code of
Conduct for Expert Witnesses. This evidence is within my area of
expertise, except where I state that I am relying on facts or information
provided by another person. I have not omitted to consider material
facts known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions that I
express.
Scope of Evidence

1.6

My evidence will address the following features of the Hurunui River
only as I have limited first hand experience of the Waiau.
a.

Angling amenity values

b.

Natural State

c.

Scenery

d.

Access

e.

Range of angling experience

f.

Quality of angling at variety of flows

g.

Importance of migration

h.

Runs

i.

Catch rate

j.

Salmon enhancement work

2.

ANGLER AMENITY

2.1

From the Waiau in the north to the Waitaki in the south there are only
7 rivers that support the entire East Coast South Island salmon fishery.
I believe all parts of this fishery are of national and international
importance and provide outstanding angler amenity.

2.2

The mouth of the Hurunui provides anglers with an outstanding
amenity. A reliable established salmon run occurs each season at the
river's mouth between December and late March. The medium size of
the river and its unique physical features provide an intimate angling
experience in an outstanding and unmodified natural location. The
mouth of the river emerges from between cliffs cloaked in native bush
before entering a picturesque lagoon and then through a short channel
to the sea. No where else in New Zealand can the salmon angler
chase his quarry while being serenaded by bellbirds in such a location.

3.

NATURAL STATE

3.1

I regularly fish the lower reaches of the Waimakariri. This stretch of the
river

suffers

from

pollution,

gravel

extraction

and

conflicting

recreational uses eg jet skiing. My visits to the Hurunui provide a stark
contrast. Even though there is some evidence that water quality has
deteriorated in the lower river in recent years, the Hurunui is still
pristine by comparison with the lower reaches of the Waimakariri and
is a reminder of how fortunate anglers who frequent this location are to
have a river and surrounds that are still largely unaffected by human
activity.

4.

SCENERY

4.1

As I have already mentioned in section 2 above, the scenery at the
Hurunui Mouth is outstanding. The moderate size of the river the
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coastline fronted by cliffs and the totally natural environment provide
the angler and tourists alike with a special scenic experience.
4.2

The Hurunui river mouth is the only salmon fishery (apart from the
Waiau) that has cliffs with native bush. It is a truly magical experience
to row across the lagoon just before dawn with bellbirds calling on the
bush cloaked terrace and the prospect of a successful morning's
angling ahead.

4.3

The beauty of the natural surroundings in which angling takes place is
just as important as catching fish. The river mouth is a beautiful and
dynamic place. It is rich in wildlife including marine mammals, sea
birds, freshwater and marine fish. Viewed either from the beach or
from the clifftop road, looking south to the limestone cliffs of Nape
Nape with Banks Peninsula far in the distance, or North to Gore Bay,
the views at the river mouth are outstandingly scenic.

5.

ACCESS

5.1

The Hurunui Mouth is easily accessible to anglers and tourists alike
and visitors are frequent. Many tourists camp overnight at the small
campsite which is also home to a number of anglers during the
season.

5.2

Fishing at the mouth is the primary activity of residents at the adjacent
Hurunui Huts settlement. Many regular anglers come from Cheviot and
Gore Bay, and Christchurch is just over an hours drive away.

5.3

A number of anglers leave dinghys by the lagoon for the season and
many use four wheel bikes to access the south side of the river.

6.

RANGE OF ANGLING EXPERIENCES

6.1

The Hurunui mouth presents a range of angling experiences for the
salmon angler. As the river approaches the sea it leaves its braided
bed and runs through a short gorge section, it then enters a tidal
lagoon before entering the sea through a channel or gut. The transition
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from shingle river to marine environment is abrupt and it is this
diversity that provides a range of angling opportunities.
6.2

In the surf zone salmon anglers typically fish with specialist distance
casting equipment that enables them to reach salmon gathering at sea
waiting for favourable conditions to enter the river and begin their
upward migration. This type of fishing can be productive and exciting
when numbers of fish build up, it is also very social as the best places
to hook a fish are often close to the point where the river enters the
sea, thereby forcing anglers to fish shoulder to shoulder at times.

6.3

In the gut, or at the outlet from the lagoon, anglers typically fish with
traditional upriver type equipment. Fishing here is popular when the
river has a higher flow and when the tide is rising. This type of fishing
can be exciting when salmon are seen splashing or rising as the gut is
usually no more than 20 metres across and it is easy to get your gear
close to the fish.

6.4

Lure fishing is practised by some anglers in the gut when the river is
discoloured. This method involves swinging a feathered lure beneath a
weight using a strong lure rod and large fly reel.

6.5

Sea run trout are often taken by salmon anglers at the mouth, either in
the surf, gut or lagoon. Trout enter the river system during the spring
and summer and make their way to the headwaters.

6.6

Kahawai and barracouta are a common catch when fishing the mouth
for salmon as they gather, quite often in large shoals, just offshore or
in the river flow itself. Occasinally other marine species are
accidentally taken by anglers, for example blue cod and moki.

6.7

The Hurunui river mouth provides the salmon angler with the full range
of salmon angling experiences possible all within 100m of where the
angler places their bag on the beach.
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Clarity
6.8

The Hurunui often provides an alternative for anglers when other
Canterbury rivers are unfishable due to flooding. The Hurunui will often
remain clear and fishable or will clear quicker than other rivers due to
the influence of Lake Sumner in absorbing high flows that result from
rain in the Main Divide and upper catchment.

6.9

Due to the less intensive farming practices and the distance from
major population sources the lower reaches do not suffer as badly
from the effects of gravel abstraction, pollution or extreme water
abstraction as those of other Canterbury rivers.

6.10

The Hurunui in its present state is a river subject to naturally variable
flows and as a consequence a variation in clarity as well.

This

variability is important in providing an optimum habitat for migratory
trout and salmon.

7.

QUALITY OF ANGLING AT A VARIETY OF FLOWS

7.1

The Hurunui salmon fishery, like all Canterbury river populations, is
adapted to and dependent on variable flows. Salmon are generally
caught in the sea adjacent to the river mouth and in the gut and lagoon
from November onwards. If the river flows are low ie below 20 cumec,
the salmon numbers build up awaiting higher flows to commence their
upstream migration. Salmon are quick to take advantage of any rise in
river levels and flows due to rain in the alps. As a flood recedes
upstream anglers visit their favourite holes to take advantage of this
upstream movement.

7.2

Without this natural fluctuation in flows the movement of salmon and
therefore angling opportunity would be compromised.

8.

IMPORTANCE OF MIGRATION

8.1

The Hurunui is a comparatively productive salmon fishery in that Fish
and Game records show a high survival and subsequent return rate
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appears to occur. In the Hurunui the survival of the run is dependent
upon unimpeded access to and from the ocean to a few spawning
sites mainly in tributaries of the upper South Branch. This access is
dependent upon uninterrupted river flow of sufficient quantity and
quality.

8.2

Without this access the naturally sustained fishery would perish.

Runs

8.3

Run size can vary greatly from year to year due to a combination of
factors in the freshwater and marine environment.

8.4

Substantial runs can take place anytime between late November and
the end of March. Typically January, February and March are the
prime time for salmon to enter at the mouth.

8.5

Floods and periods of extreme low flow can have a major influence on
the success of any run. Flow conditions determine the survival of both
returning adult upstream migrations in summer and juvenile fry
downstream in spring.

8.6

The river always has sufficient flow to keep the mouth open to the sea
and allow unimpeded fish passage.

9.

CATCH RATE

9.1

I have been keeping records of my salmon catches since 1988. In that
time I have averaged one salmon for every four visits to the Hurunui.
This is a better average than I have experienced at my local river, the
Waimakariri, however I fish that river without as much consideration
for suitability of conditions. I am more selective about my visits to the
Hurunui and have enjoyed a degree of success over the years as a
result.

9.2

I have access to the records of the Honorary Ranger at the Hurunui
Mouth. This angler fishes most days of the season . In the 2008
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season he landed forty salmon at the mouth and I reliably heard of
another angler catching thirty six upriver. The rangers records kept for
the seasons catch at the mouth for the 2008 season show a total of
272 salmon being taken. In the 2009 season there were 192 salmon
taken at the mouth up to 21 February with 127 being taken from the 1
February to 15 February. I also understand that a few seasons ago
the same angler who landed forty salmon only landed four the next.
This highlights the recent improvement in this fishery as well as the
variability of runs and favourable conditions from year to year. This
variability is the norm in all salmon fisheries.
9.3

Salmon are big river fish. Generally the greater the flow the bigger the
run. The Hurunui is a very productive fishery considering the moderate
size of the river and run compared to the Waimakariri and Rakaia. The
existing in river conditions must play a significant part in producing
such good returns from a relatively low number of returning
spawners1. Its size makes the fish more accessible to the angler.
There is also less angling pressure.

10.

SALMON ENHANCEMENT WORK

10.1

In recent years Fish and Game have supported an enhancement
programme in conjunction with New Zealand Salmon Anglers
Association volunteers. The aim being to assist salmon stocks to
recover from the lower returns of a few seasons ago.

10.2

In May or June between 2005 and 2012, fertilised salmon ova were
planted in specially designed hatching boxes placed in the Glencoe
and Dove Streams which are tributaries of the Mandamus Stream. As
a result returning adult salmon were seen in the Mandamus Stream in
following seasons, the first time the local farmer had seen fish there
since the 1970’s. The improved runs in subsequent seasons might
also indicate the success of this programme.

1

Refer to the Statement of Evidence of Ross Millichamp regarding the low spawning
population in comparison to the size of the fishery.
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11.

CONCLUSION

11.1

The Hurunui River salmon and trout fishery is an established and
highly valued part of the North Canterbury fishing scene and in my
opinion provides anglers with an outstanding and unique fishing
amenity.

P E Robinson
12 October 2012
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Three happy anglers at the Hurunui Mouth.

Outstanding Scenery at the Hurunui Mouth
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A resource worth protecting
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